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NUCLEAR POWER PIANT CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTSs
A REVÏEW OF THE MAJOR PROBLEMS

This paper presents a review of the major contractual
problems arising in nuclear power plant construction contracts
as a backdrop for the discussions that will follow in this
session and in the remainder of the conference. It is a
brief discussion of the issues common to all such contracts
and neither advances new theory nor treats in scholarly
detail any particular problem; it »ay best be characterized
as a checklist of my personal nightmares. I should also
point out that since I work for a major supplier in the
industry, my thinking is necessarily colored; I perhaps
should have added to the title "An Industry Viewpoint" but I
have made a conscious effort not to do so, and it is for
that reason that the standard disclaimer - that the view-
points expressed herein are my own and do not represent that
of my employer - has become for this paper a goal rather
than an obligatory recitation.

I start by noting the obvious - that contracts are
merely devices for allocating responsibilities and risks
among the contracting parties. "Responsibilities" in
nuclear plant sale contracts need very little discussion;
the division of labor and activities among the various
players takes but a small portion of the effort that goes
into the typical negotiation. The customer-utility has
" generally decided well in advance how the project will be
handled. A rough split might be (1) site selection and
-design; (2) excavations and civil construction works;
(3) equipment for the nuclear«*be.sed steam supply system;
(4) the turbines and generators and associated electrical
work; and (5) overall project management and coordination.
Responsibility might be centered in one company (the so
-called "turnkey" concept) or more often parceled out among
various local or foreign companies including a consultant
architect-engineer, a local construction company, and one or
more of the major nuclear/electrical equipment suppliers.
-Difficulties which can arise here (and which are not at all
unique to the nuclear plant area) will center on coordination
•among participants if, as is increasingly likely today, the
job is not handled by a single "turnkey contractor". The
usuai construction problems such es (ìelays, critical item
-sequencing, omitted or duplicated areas of responsibility,
etc., may be exacerbated pr relieved by the utility's choice
of contractual structures but will @%£jp$ in one fona or
another under any circumstances.



A checklist of "risks" to be allocated must certainly
begin with the problems*of licensing' - satisfactory compliance
With the requirements of-one1ór more Government's for
construction and operation of a plant; Once the subject of
a mere sentence or--two deep'within thé boilerplate of the
contract this area i s now presenting some remarkably difficult
problems due to increasing concern - particularly in the
UtS» *- over the dãngérs-of proliferation; The granting of
export licenses Syrthé manufacturer*s-country i s no longer a
mattar of formalities'-and tMê^Mãny of the world's nuclear
"exporting" countries have -become-involved in diplomatic
rows among themselves ti;é.-V.;S.'ï France, Germany) over
proposed transfers"of technology-and"equipment to current
"importers" (i.év'£BrãzHr Korea-, Pakistan). Demands by the
new UfS» administration-for-rçore stringent safeguards have
Jed to public disputes1or d i f f i cu l t i es with Spain and Iran
end one threatened'"dispute: (South Africa) actually caused an
order to shift from-atì^érican "supplier to a European
supplier. L r o : ' ar -----&:•-=£•- sv..-—-•*-

The risk of disapproval by the supplier-country's
government has now-overtaken difficulties with the host
government on mofe mudane %atte.rsr "such as s i te selection
and safety considerations. "VTìrere"tlie/se could once safely be
©greed to" be thecútííxty*custpmer 's"problem (perhaps with
supplier assistanceh-both^parties are:n~ow inextricably
involved. The customer Tpa^^insis^ tJiat the supplier take
responsibility £òívdêáiing-with~its qttn government and for
«btßining the necessary^expert" authorizations - with the
underlying thrêátco£3turtórig:rtq £^~suppíier of different
nationality. Suppífers;:d^geiídirig"pn-~the degree of support
end cooperation "they^njqy^ '%rem 'their own government, may
J?ßlk, being unwifííng ^to "gut^tíieir/PffQfits and assets to
Xisk ©ver gpmethingrwhfch -~is- oîit o£-~ïhëir control.

5Phe problem can catch the, unwary.:, note for example that
JCn©oterm'"s 1953 def/inítí-óiv ôfr̂ .Èr.Q.'È.-'f requires the sel ler
to ßccomplish locíãiíig--beyond; the' 's;hip.\s_ :rail - the equivalent
of. «n "export" i^ciros]t rcojmtries; triggering the whole panoply
-of coverjynent autho^iVatioTisrr'^oVtK^^ i s spreading:
Äßerisüan suppliers/^éVatç^i^g'withrcbncëi^ the attempt by
-enviLrpniiiental groups^c» ferce-ü^ar"Government agencies to
«©»sider the impecjt^fjVjicleXr/e^fßprts."ön foreign environments!
_Ä»ti«-#ue!ear dem q̂ifsĵ fatfqEs: Tin other "countries may portend

£>x .anàibgo^^]ttOTpts;"erscewhe_r>V TVllocation of
risks betweéìrWer^p^^eXff aAdr:their customers

-to become-rmdrë-r wtf "ïeis^, 'complex'.



A related problem involves the type of plant and level
of sophistication to be provided (the so called "reference
plant concept") and the applicable codes and standards.
Agreement on the initial definition of standards is seldom
difficult; responsibility for the perpetual changes in
available technology and upgrading to meet constantly
changing governmental requirements and safety standards can
be, if not carefully handled in the contract, for the cost
of these additions can be monumental.

Pricing of major supply or erection contracts v/ould
not, until recently, have been regarded as a matter of major

• contractual concern. Issues of definition (cost plus fee or
percentage, fixed price, escalation formulae, formula pricing,
etc.) have long been with us and seldom present any lasting
difficulties. The oil embargo of 1973 and subsequent world-
wide price inflation, however have called into question the
ability of the industry to project costs and threaten to
shift risk for unforeseen contingencies from the traditional
shoulders of the supplier to the understandably reluctant
utility. Nowhere is this more graphically illustrated than
in the dramatic rise in the market price of uranium in
recent years. Yet while responsibility for these unforeseen
costs is only now beginning to be dealt with in private
negotiations, most legal systems have long contemplated, and
in varying degrees provided for, this situation.

From the European model of imprevision adopted in one
-form or another in most Latin American jurisdictions (see,
e.g. Colombian Commercial Code Article 868} to the U.S. UCC
Article 2-615 or the UK Common Law {see e.g. Ford & Sons v.
Leetham & Sons, Ltd. 84 K.B. 2101 (1915) K.B.D.) comes the
realization that responsibility for the cost of unforeseeable
events may become that of the purchaser - in our case the
Utility or Operator. Allocation of financial risk for
runaway inflation seldom needs to be considered in short-
term projects; nuclear plant construction however is never
short and complete comprehension of the likely operation of
the law in the event of a repeat of recent economic experience
is indispensable to the proper drafting of a nuclear sale
contract. Apportionment of the risks between the parties
needs to be carefully handled since the dearth of practical
experience in the law in this area makes prophecy a very
risky business. Escalation formulae are a common enough
tool in today's major contracts but may not be equal to the
task during a period of economic instability.
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_A .host of comparatively minor problems exist in nuclear
:plant sale contracts as they do in almost any similar transactions
lin .other .industries. Porce majeure must be carefully considered
jbpjfch ;frpisi jbhe point ;of vJLew of i t s effect on contract scheduling
iand costs of :delay but also for the possible effects of a

t-ac.t <pf ;Gpd sin ±he xpiestion of third-party l iabil i ty.*

aVja.ditipna.lly, :a .-clear understanding of the desired
p s p.f if orce rmajeure protection i s necessary. One notion
•jibhat -has ^recently «risen i s -that öf "reciprocal force majeure."
^Suppliers do .-not -wish -to suffer penalties for late delivery
gpr example :if occasioned .by events -beyond their control;
<su.stom.ers -would -prefer :not ±D .have to continue to make
tRayments where ^progress rm ±he project is interrupted through
Xc.ts of God :and .they, therefore, occasionally request
*":&ep;iprp.ca;l irelief ".. .Considering -that governmental acts
<0e..ig,. :nucrlear expert .Licenses) axe Included in most con-
-jspkctnal definitions of force majeure, the concern i s not
£fti«p;laeed. „Suppliers rretort, however, that the customer's

i s :to p.ay And ±hat cu±±ing off funds - for any
-- ;ls tef:f.ejCt:ive .strangulation of the contract and not a

±.0 i±.

pf proprietary j-nformation i s another sticky
«ajE<ea .g-i-yen the :prÄPticai difficulties of enforcing the usual

:re.straájits in aivost countries except through
the :f:a.ct" Ramage sui±s. îînclear plant sales are

.apcpmpanied i>y ^agreements for technical assistance or
i «^ «s-uajjy involvijig highly proprietary information

after years p.f expensive research. Protection of
iinforjaatipn An light of the ut i l i ty customer's obvious

á&ged--íip--knpw e_an -present -unusual problems since the line
jbietween -fehe í3pv.er.nir.ents, cojnpeting suppliers and customer

i i . s o m e of Híhpm clearly jieed the information and
pf jwho.m -just giß eXe&xïy should not have i t , i s often

pjanni?ig in nuclear sale contracts i s a major and
^ p t area -which ;I shall mention only in passing.
.£&.jgejfuJL ponsiAeratipn j»ust be given to the possible separation

5Phe ?ë_ris Convention, fpr lexemple, exempts the Operator
êpm l iabi l i ty for damage due to "armed conflict, . . .

<§>F) C » f a g? a v e natural disaster of an exceptional
^rharaeter" -thus throwing the issue of l iabil ity back

i)i@ prdinajry rules pf supplier l iabil ity and negligence.



into different contracts of the yarious scopes of work,
particularly if the entire project is being handled by a
single contractor, e.g. foreign equipment supplies, foreign
services, local services, and subcontracts. The intelligent
ttsé of subsidiary corporations and the question of the place
of éxecution of the contract and delivery of title may have a
substantial effect.

t_. , —^ç_..__jns of thè work. r. ëijfchër. for the convenience of
tfié utility customer x>x ̂ for reasons beyond anyone's control
(ì:è: site defect) can be^routinely, handled so long as the
elements of the costs -involved are clearly defined. It is
ciné thing to sky "that the costs of the delay shall be borne
£iy the utility (òr whoever) ; ;it Is frequently quite another
€o agree on what those post's 'are,. This, however, is a
Brôblëm_common to the construction .industry as a whole and
mérité rio special ̂ attention in the nuclear sale area.

fcisk of loss -ana/rWpqnsabiTity "for the plant as it
Brogréièés üp to the point oi fuel ;loading may raise a
fiuinbér of substantial :di:fficuïtie^s. "involving taxation
{permanent establishment). 7liabil"ity jLnsurance, and rights
8f control; After;. :f uel ^loading .the problem becomes primarily
thç iámiliár t>n% -of -third {party "and. on-site property liability
Sfiãer the applicable legislation (if ;any). Dispute resolution
ße.tween the contracting -parties "is ;of ten handled by international
arbitration (I;.C.C. "for cëxample)_ %îthough I note with concern
tin apparent trend by -.many governments to refuse to recognize
"the jurisdiction xjf -arbitral-7pariëls "for themselves and often

their wholij^bwriéd-entities fire, government utilities).

, % Trâppr̂  ïrid TÏriique ̂issues 'in :nuclear sale contracts
irê an, the area, fòf-third^pârty7l:íability for nuclear incidents
ojie pi these will,^I-hope^fbe^of much surprise to thisj p ^ p ^ f p
û 3.encè>_ Jyet they; ̂ áre jiundamental "tPTour business and indeed
^aèrlaé jriuch.~ot; rtHe fcurrent; public ̂outcry against nuclear

t̂ire "all ̂familiar with ;the. basic Paris Convention
Ì5ric^Andjer=s"ón :àppf caches... ; The "former channels a l l
A-lïtx'to XHle --person ̂ and'makes^his.' identity and one's

' i c ó ^ â a i i ü l
x p ^ . y

^5cjs^ with 'himcóf ^âraiioüntyrimportance; the la t ter says
tìiajb. li^tbility ^is -irrelevant"" and; spreads the cost of an

•incident-amprig the nation * s futilities* and taxpayers in a

at*. -^rice-ãndersõnhas-notTbèencopied and since no
Üavè been£sold;infthe U".S..'by non-U.S. suppliers the
xtf ̂ choxce^f-or^cõhfiíct-in-laws, jurisdiction and

not identical, to



venue, do not arise. Such is not the case for
suppliers selling elsewhere in the world, however.

The desire and need of the nuclear industry to protect
itself against the risk of enormous liability arising out of
a nuclear incident has been thoroughly documented. (See
e.g.,' Hearings Before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
on Governmental Indemnity, 84th Congress, 2nd Session,
110, 1956.) In sales into countries where the Paris Convention
scheme of liability is followed one may therefore expect
suppliers to (1) assure themselves that they are not "Operators";
(2) ensure that any existing rights of recourse by the
Operator (see e.g., Paris Convention, Article 6(f)(ii))
against the supplier or parallel rights of subrogation by
insurers are expressly extinguished; (3) ensure that the
liability of a natural person (see e.g., Paris Convention,
Article 6(c)(i)l) does not become the supplier's liability
through operation of the doctrine of respondeat superior;
(4) obtain - or see that the Operator has obtained - sufficient
insurance and/or indemnities to cover any liability that
does exist. Having done all of the above however, a quick
analysis will show a host of lingering doubts and uncertainties.

The first and obvious one is the degree of assurance
that a foreign supplier has that his liability will ultimately
be governed by the national law in question. Article 13 in
the Paris Convention restricts jurisdiction for loss of life
and property for example to "the courts of the contracting
party in whose territory the nuclear incident occurred".
The Expose des Motifs points out that "if suits arising out
of the same' incident were to be tried and judgments rendered
in the courts of several different countries, the problem of
assuring equitable distribution of compensation might be
insoluble" (Page 69). Equally insoluble may be the problems
arising out of suits brought in countries not party to one
of the relevant conventions. Could the parties rely on the
willingness of that court to apply the channelling law
particularly where the plaintiff, the court, and the defendant
supplier might all be citizens of the same country - a
different country than that of the utility customer?
Grounds for supplier liability in the U.S. for example are
numerous and arise almost exclusively out of the common law
(tort, strict liability, nuisance, trespass). In an incident
not involving Price-Anderson, the only courts having jurisdic-
tion might be the U.S., (for a U.S. supplier,) and it would be
at least open to question whether the foreign channelling
lav; would be enforced, especially if the inevitably strong
elements of public sympathy and outrage came into play or
the available compensation under the channelling law were
minimal. The examples can get even more complex where the
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courts of several (perhaps non-European) jurisdictions are
simultaneously asked to resolve the issue of liability.
Issues arising between supplier and customer would be less
thorny since choice of law and forum would be simpler and
the autonomy of the parties' wills would be more likely to
be enforced. Indemnities running in favor of the supplier
provide only a partial answer since questions of enforce-
ability inevitably arise. The recent behavior of the Bank
of Nigeria is a reminder that governments still act in a
manner consistent with their own concepts of self-interest
and that the issue of sovereign immunity ir. the commercial
arena is far from settled.

Novel theories of liability are a constant problem.
Could a supplier be held accountable on the theory that his
negligent selection of an employe (who caused the accident)
was not only the source of the nuclear incident but also
outside the purview of the statute? Not an unthinkable
allegation.

And then, too, there is the issue of no legislation. A
number of countries have enacted their legislation after the
construction of the plant had begun. Suppose that the
legislation never became effective? Presumably the cautious
supplier has provided for appropriate termination rights and
indemnities, but the familiar problems of enforceability and
choice of law remain. In that case, the ordinary rules of
conflict of laws and supplier liability might apply with
more predictable - if not more comfortable - results.

There are no ready answers to some of these problems,
or at least I don't have them. The unlikelihood of a major
nuclear incident seems generally accepted, yet the results
could be catastrophic enough in terms of an individual
company's liability to justify considerable advance planning
in the contract negotiation stage.

I look forward to the views of others at this conference.

B. B. Crawford


